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Varsovian style
pies, poppy-seed cakes and
gingerbread, and during Easter –
frosting-covered yeast cakes. An
obligatory addition to every Easter
meal are “mazurki” – a confection
entirely unknown outside of
Poland.
When it comes to stronger liquor
the widely preferred choice
is Polish vodka. It is served in
small shot glasses and should be
chilled beforehand. According to
tradition the vodka shots should
be swallowed in one go. In recent
years, however, alcohol such
as wine or beer is beginning to
replace strong liquor.

Dishes such as flaki, pyzy, tatar and
nóżki have risen to capital prominence.
In some restaurants menus boast of
these dishes as being “in Varsovian
style“ – due to the unique preparation.

Naturally, Warsaw offers food lovers
restaurants with specialties from over
30 international cuisines!

The main meal of the day, is dinner,
eaten in early afternoon. Sunday dinner,
prepared at home, belongs to family
tradition and usually involves inviting
family and close friends.

Photo: Polish Restaurant Różana, ul. Chocimska 7, Warsaw

Warsaw has an
international
flavor!
Present on most Varsovian dining
tables is pork, but there is no
shortage of beef, poultry and fish.
Hearty soups are also popular.
Spices represent a diverse mix
of tradition, both Polish and
international. To prepare some of
the tastiest local dishes seasonal
vegetables and horseradish are
used together with Mediterranean
garlic and dill, exotic pepper,
paprika, marjoram and oriental
pink spice and cinnamon.
But at the core of Varsovian taste
are sweets: cheesecakes, apple
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żurek
The most popular
Polish soup. It is prepared
using flour leaven, which is
mixed with white kielbasa
(sausage) stock, vegetables
and dried mushrooms. The
white kielbasa may be
substituted with smoked
bacon, ribs or boiled pork
stock. Żurek is served with a
hard-boiled egg and slices of
kielbasa. It is a wonderfully
warming and hearty soup.

Photo: E. Majdak

Sometimes żurek is served
with a small slice of
hollowed bread.

A very similar
s o u p to żurek is white
borscht. The difference
comes down to the type of
leaven. In żurek the leaven
is from rye flour, borscht
usually uses wheat flour.
Both soups are delicious!

Żurek
is an Old Polish dish.
For centuries it has been
served during Easter
dinner.
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Classic flaki in the
Varsovian style
should be served
with forcemeat
balls.

Even Polish
k i n g s savored flaki
– Władysław Jagiełło
and Stanisław August
Poniatowski were known
for their love of this soup.

Flaki is a thick soup
with the sliced strips of beef stomach as
the main ingredient. The seasoning is spicy,
usually consisting of pepper, nutmeg, ginger
and ground paprika. Although it is not widely
consumed, it is familiar to every Pole. It is
traditionally served at wedding receptions.
On regular occasions it can be ordered at
restaurants serving traditional Polish cuisine,
as well as some bistros.

Flaki is prepared according
to a tried recipe, chilled in
gelatin (in a jar or in foil
-wrapped blocks) and can
be bought in supermarkets.
All it takes is heating.

Photo: Bar Warszawa

Flaki
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Pierogi

Photo: E. Majdak

P o l i s h p i e r o g i , in contrast
to dumplings known in Latvia, Belarus,
Ukraine, Italy, China and Japan, are
unique in shape and filling. Polish
pierogi may be both sweet as well
as spicy. In Warsaw there are many
restaurants specialising solely in
pierogi – with various fillings and
additions. Traditionally, pierogi are
served straight away after boiling
or frying.

Pierogi with
cabbage and
mushrooms are
traditionally
eaten in Poland
on Christmas
Eve.

You must try pierogi
with white cheese, with
meat, with potatoes,
with cottage cheese
and onions (called
Ruskie pierogi). Each
of the following fillings
will make your simple
pierogi an extraordinary
experience: spinach,
mushroom, cabbage
and mushrooms, groat,
lentils, and in the summer
fruit – mainly blueberries
and strawberries. There is
much to choose from!
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pyzy
Depending on the region
in Poland, pyzy come in many sizes, shapes
and finishing touches. In Warsaw they are
prepared as small, boiled balls made from
grated potatoes and flour. They may be
prepared without filling or with meat or
mushrooms. They are a popular choice at milk
bars, but may also be found in restaurants
specialising in traditional Polish cuisine.

Warsaw à l a carte

OMASTA
is a rich addition to pyzy
- cracklings, lard and fried
onions. Thanks to these
extra flavors pyzy taste
so delicious.

Pyzy come from
Old Polish cuisine,
from peasant food,
which celebrated
dishes that were
simple and cheap.

They are a local
d e l i c a c y sold at the Różycki bazaar in
the Praga district. They are regarded by old
Varsovians as being almost symbolic, by others
they are considered a relic of old Praga. It is
not easy to find them. Decades before they
were breakfasted on by bazaar merchants and
usually ran out by noon. Pyzy reminiscent of
„Różyca“ can be found in other places, like the
bar next to Zygmunt’s Column.

Photo: E. Majdak
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PĄCZKI

Photo: T. Nowak

A kind of donut
They differ from donuts in other
countries by the duration of frying.
In Poland pączki are deep-fried until
golden-brown. Polish pączki are
more saturated in oil than German
or Portugese donuts.
The classic Polish pączki are filled
with rose preserve and covered
in icing and orange peel, or else
sprinkled with powdered sugar.
There are also pączki filled with
pudding, fruit and eggnog.

The largest number
of pączki are eaten
in Poland on the last
Thursday of carnival.
During this day people
stand in long lines
outside of bakeries for
a pączek or two. This is
due to the belief that if
you do not eat a pączek
on this day, you will
have bad luck for the
rest of the year, until the
following year’s carnival.

Traditionally pączki are
fried in butter. There
is a related saying “to
look like a pączek in
butter,” which means to
look very attractive and
luxurious.
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Wedel’s Chocolate

The name E. Wedel comes
from Emil Wedel’s signature,
with which he signed all of
his products to prevent them
from being forged.
A special treat is the hand-decorated wafer
cake, layered with nut cream and covered
in Wedel chocolate. This recipe has endured
the years unchanged and has become a symbol
of impeccable quality.

Other
popular products of the
E. Wedel brand include
ptasie mleczko,
Wedel mix, sezamki
and cocoa.

Photo: E. Majdak

E . W e d e l is Poland’s oldest brand
of chocolate. In the mid-19th century
a German confectioner, Karol Wedel,
founded Warsaw’s first chocolate factory,
which was later taken over by his son,
Emil. We are the fifth generation of
Varsovians that can enjoy visiting the
stylish cocoa-serving café found in the
19th century townhouse on Szpitalna
street. Apart from a few different types of
drinking chocolate, you can try delicacies
prepared exclusively for the café by
Pracownia Rarytasów E. Wedel. Branches
of the café can be found in shopping
malls, next to the factory on rogatka
grochowska and in Wilanów.
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These two cakes,
wuzetka and zygmuntówka, have
become the sweet symbols of
Warsaw. The recipe for the older
one – wuzetka – was created at
the turn of the 40’s and 50’s of the
20th century. Its name comes from
the route W-Z (going through the
city from East to West, by the Old
Town), which was the first large
investment in the rebuilding of the
post-war capital.
Zygmuntówka appeared in the
capital’s bakeries in 2009. The
confection was the winner of
a competition for Warsaw’s
new cake. It was created in the
Teledzińscy bakery, present in
the capital since 1924, and the
name was chosen by Varsovians
in an online contest. It is meant to
remind everyone of king Zygmunt
III, who changed Poland’s capital
city from Cracow to Warsaw.

There is another
explanation for wuzetka’s
name. According to some
it derives from the acronym
WZK, meaning „wypiek
z kremem,” which translates
to „pastry with cream.”
Either way, the cake is divine!

Photo: E. Majdak (2)

Wuzetka AND zygmuntówka

z ygmuntówk a

An almond-flavored
b u n cake filled with chocolate
mousse, cranberry jam and whipped
cream, topped with a meringue in the
shape of a crown.

Wuzetka

A c o c o a c a k e saturated with
rum or punch, layered with whipped
cream, jam and covered in chocolate
sauce. It brings to mind the famous
Austrian Sacher Torte.
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Bread Varsovian style

Bread
made from leaven is
not only appetizing but
also healthy and stays
fresh for a long period
of time.

A point of interest for tourists is Warsaw Bread Museum
(ul. Jadowska 2) with mysterious machinery
no longer in use and baking accessories, as well as old
diplomas and documents.

Photo: E. Majdak

I n P o l a n d b r e a d is part of
basic diet. It is eaten a few times a day,
in sandwiches or as an addition to other
dishes, usually soup. Sandwiches are
immensely popular in Poland. Poles usually
make them at home and eat them as
second breakfast at school, work or during
a longer trip. In Warsaw you can buy many
different kinds of bread, buns, rolls and
challah. Warsaw bakeries have an almost
500-year-old tradition – the Varsovian
baker’s guild was founded in 1520.
Warsaw specialists claim that the bread
baked in 18th century Warsaw
was the most delicious in the whole
Polish kingdom.
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Sauerkraut and pickles

Photo: E. Majdak (2)

This is a traditional
and very popular addition to many
dishes. Poles love these flavours!
Besides tasting delicious they also
contain heaps of vitamin C and are
a healthy side dish. They are eaten
most often during winter, when
most vegetables and fruits are out
of season. The sauerkraut is used in
a salad commonly eaten with fried
fish. The pickles are added to many
salads and sandwiches. Both pickled
delicacies are used to make tasty
soups – kapuśniak and ogórkowa.
Pickles are an obligatory side dish to
barbecued dishes and black pudding.

k apusta

S a u e r k r a u t is the main
ingredient in bigos – the most popular
Polish dish served mainly during winter.
See the recipe on p. 13.

ogórki

Low-salt pickles,
are cucumbers pickled for a short period
of time. They are also so flavourful and
scrumptious that many eat them on their
own.

Strongly pickled
cucumbers haven’t
gone bad – they
just taste different.
In Poland they are
seen as a “manly“
snack for drinking
vodka.
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Alcohol

Clear vodkas
differ from each
other in strength
and are divided
into wyborowa
and luksusowa
kind.

Photo: Restaurant-Browar Bierhalle; Polmos Białystok

T r a d i t i o n a l Polish liquors
are meads and tinctures, however
nowadays only a small number of
connoisseurs appreciate such tastes.
For years the leading alcohol has
been clear vodka, whose fame has
reached far beyond Poland. There are
many kinds of clear vodkas in Poland
as well as a fair share of flavored
ones. In recent years there has been
a rise in popularity for regional Polish
beer. From the old Warsaw Breweries
comes the beer Królewskie, currently
decocted in Warka, on the outskirts
of Warsaw. Not many people know
that winemaking has a thousand-year
tradition in Poland. In recent years wine
has made a rapid rise in Polish market,
equal in quality and taste to the best
wines in the world. You can savor them
in a few restaurants in Warsaw.

BEER

T h e b e s t kind is freshly
brewed. In Warsaw you can find
a few establishments with their
own small breweries. They’re worth
visiting!

Żubrówka

Ż u b r ó w k a was the favourite
liquor of the Polish nobility. Inside the
bottle there is a single blade of grass
from Puszcza Białowiejska, giving the
vodka a characteristic taste, aroma
and yellowish colour.
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Red borscht
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Poli

s

A traditional
Polish soup
Usually served in cups as an
accompaniment for croquettes or pâté
rolls. It can also be served in bowls
with small pierogi, called „uszka.“

Serves
8 people
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Photo: E. Majdak
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Serves
4 people

Ingredients:
4 medium-sized beets
Medium-sized carrot and parsley
Small onion
Clove of garlic
2 bay leaves
3–4 grains of allspice and pepper
5 dag of butter
Half of juiced lemon
A spoon of dried marjoram
Salt, pepper

Preparation:
To a liter of boiling water first add chopped
beets, onion, garlic and seasoning, cook
in covered pot on low heat for about 40
minutes. Next add the carrot and parsley
and cook for another 40 minutes. Add
the butter and season with salt, pepper
and lemon juice. Leave on heat for a few
moments. Before serving drain and sprinkle
with marjoram.
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Szarlotka
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Serves
10 people

E s senti a lly a pple pie
It is very popular in Poland - there isn’t a bakery
in which you couldn’t find a szarlotka. There
are as many recipes for szarlotka as there are
homemakers. Polish apple pies differ from each
other by the thickness of the crust, amount of
apples and additives. In Warsaw it is usually
served warm, but with a scoop of cold ice-cream.
Ingredients
Dough:
Apple filling:
50 dag of „krupczatka“
1–1,5 kg of apples
flour
1 or more cup of sugar
15 dag of butter
Orange peel
15 dag margarine
Grated lemon peel
15 powdered sugar
Cinnamon
4–5 egg yolks
Preparation:
Lay out the flour, powdered sugar and oil onto the pastry
board. Finely chop the butter and mix with the powdery
ingredients. Add the yolks and knead. Next wrap the
dough in foil and put in fridge.

It is delicious hot, with
ice-cream and whipped
cream, but also tastes
excellent cold.

Layer the bottom of the cake tin with baking paper.
Take about 2/3 of the pie earlier chilled in the fridge and
cut into thin slices (around 0,5 cm) and arrange next to
each other on the bottom of the tin. The rest of the pie
goes back in the fridge.
Put the cake tin into the oven pre-heated to 180 degrees
C. After 5 minutes take out of the oven and quickly even
out the surface of the pie with a plastic spoon. Put into
the oven again and bake until golden.
Onto the baked underside arrange the cold apple slices
and froth beaten from 2 egg whites with added sugar.
On top sprinkle pie from the fridge with a large grater
and then put into oven again. Bake until golden.

Photo: E. Majdak

Peel the apples and hollow out the core and seeds. Slice
into eighths then toss into a flat skillet. Add the sugar,
cinnamon, the orange and lemon peel, add half a glass
of water and proceed to braise beneath the lid. After it is
done cooking, take the lid off and let cool.
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Milk Bars contra Bistros
M i l k b a r s , otherwise known as Polish fast food bars, owe
their name to their menus, which mainly boast dairy and vegetarian
dishes. The height of their popularity was reached in the communist
times. Despite their interior design not necessarily striking everyone’s
fancy, to this day they attract a crowd of regulars. Meals at milk bars

Photo: Restaurant-Browar Bierhalle; Restaurant Grand Kredens; E. Majdak

tatar
An appetizer made of raw sirloin served
with raw egg yolk, onion, pickle or
marinated mushrooms. The classic
Warsaw version should be served with
anchovies or sprats.

are usually hearty, tasty and cheap.
In recent years milk bars have begun steadily losing competition
to Varsovian bistros, where you can enjoy delicious Polish
snacks: tatar, nóżki, bilberry pâté, black pudding, herring and
„awanturki“ – excellent sandwich pastes.

Nóżki
Nóżki is a chilled gelatin made of
chicken broth with chunks of meat and
vegetables. In Varsovian jargon it is called
“binoculars with jellyfish,“ referring to
two chilled shots of vodka and a portion
of nóźki.

Classic milk bar specialties are
crepes with cheese, dumplings
and jam omelettes.

Kaszanka
Kielbasa made with groats and offal.
Offal is very popular in Poland and is used
to prepare many dishes.
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Patented Cuisine

Photo: Restaurant Atelier Amaro

Photo: A Wencel, Restaurant, Tamka 43

I n r e c e n t y e a r s Warsaw has welcomed many new chefs that create original, patented menus. Names such as Amaro,
Gessler, Kręgliccy, Oszczyk, Okrasa, Sowa, Trzópek are known by every food lover in Warsaw.

Wojciech Modest Amaro

Robert Trzópek

Creates masterpieces of culinary art using the best Polish products. His Atelier Amaro is the first restaurant in Poland to receive
the Michelin star.

Considered as a specialist in cuisine of the future. His restaurant
Tamka 43 found its place in The World’s 50 Best Restaurants
Awards 2009 – 2011 and achieved the title of best restaurants
in Poland in 2012.

Wojciech Modest Amaro, www.atelieramaro.pl

Robert Trzópek, www.tamka43.pl

Photo: Restaurant Platter InterContinental Warsaw

Photo: Restaurant La Rotisserie, www.rotisserie.com.pl
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Karol Okrasa

Paweł Oszcz yk

He understands culinary art as an arrangement of different elements
that both delight visually and with their taste. Beautiful presentation
is equally important as the food itself. Creating his dishes, he is
inspired by flavours from his childhood. He is one of the founders of
Chef’s Club Foundation, whose goal is to popularize Polish cuisine.

La Rotisserie Restaurant, recommended by the „Michelin Main Cities
of Europe 2012” guide, is famous for chef Pawel Oszczyk signature
cuisine inspired by his European culinary experiences. Combining
French, Italian and Polish traditions he creates modern masterpieces
while Sommelier Champion of Poland, Andrzej Strzelczyk, chooses
the finest wines matching the menu which changes each week.

Karol Okrasa, www.platter.pl

Paweł Oszczyk, www.rotisserie.um.pl
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Photo: Ł. Zandecki, Restaurant Piąta Ćwiartka

Photo: Robert Sowa Archives, www.sowaiprzyjaciele.pl
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Kręgliccy

Robert Sowa

Out of many restaurants in Warsaw that specialize in traditional
Polish cuisine, we especially recommend bistro Piąta Ćwiartka. It’s
located in the beautiful Arkady Kubickiego in the back of the Royal
Castle and serves excellent dishes that require culinary artistry and
skill. The dishes served in Piąta Ćwiartka* were once present in
Polish cuisine but have since been forgotten. This restaurant brings
back their greatness.

Robert Sowa discovers forgotten recipes from Old Polish cuisine,
using regional products and combining them with delicacies from
all over the world. He prepared breakfast for Bill Clinton as well
as parties for presidents Wałęsa and Kwaśniewski. He was the
chef for the Polish football representation. He is also the
co-creator of the menu available on flights for the Polish Airlines
LOT. His restaurant’s „Sowa & przyjaciele“ motto is: „Life loves
to eat.“

* „Piąta Ćwiartka“ means „fifth quarter,“ historically a term used by

butchers. It describes those parts of the animal that are considered
as of a lower quality, like offal.
Kręgliccy, www.kregliccy.pl

Robert Sowa, www.sowarobert.pl
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Establishments with Varsovian tradition
Chocol ate Cafe Old-Fashioned Shop 1851
This very address of the cafe and shop has been unchanged since 1894, however the Wedel factory and first
flagship store appeared in 1851. Old-Fashioned Shop serves Wedel breakfasts, which consist of excellent bread,
cheese, freshly-squeezed juice, tea, coffee and of course cups of chocolate.
S taroświecki Sklep, ul. Szpitalna 8, www.wedelpijalnie.pl
A. Blikle Bakery 1869
From the very beginning always in the same place and consistently in the hands of the Blikle family, something
that seemed impossible in post-war, socialist Poland. Today the firm is run by the original founder’s
great-grandchildren. Over time the neighbouring establishments turned into cafés and delicatessens as well.
C
 ukiernia A. Blikle 1869, ul. Nowy Świat 35, www.blikle.pl
Café Bristol
Located in the oldest hotel in Warsaw. Since the opening in 1901, Bristol belongs to the most luxurious hotels in
Europe. Cafe Bristol is famous for its fantastically aromatic coffee and delicious desserts, the best of which are
kremówki and florentynki.
C
 afé Bristol, ul. Krakowskie Przedmieście 42/44, www.cafebristol.pl/en
Honoratk a A.D.1826
Restaurant continues tradition since times when Fryderyk Chopin was visiting the place.
It includes desserts prepared according to authentic 19th century recipes: „cream mousse with rum and a note of
chocolate“ and „apples dipped in dough.“ Chopin, who was fond of sweets, surely knew these flavours well.
H
 onoratka A.D. 1826, ul. Miodowa 14, www.honoratka.com.pl
Smaki Warszaw y
An elegant restaurant that offers dishes from Polish cuisine, especially specialties from pre- and past-war Warsaw.
S maki Warszawy, ul. Żurawia 47/49, www.smakiwarszawy.pl
Bar Warszawa
One brand and two restaurants on the Royal Route: the first one is on Miodowa street, right by the Zygmunt
Column, the other one (de Luxe) is on Krakowskie Przedmieście. That’s where in the pre-war Varsovian
atmosphere you can try the capital’s delicacies. Bar Warszawa de Luxe is open 24/7.
B
 ar Warszawa de Luxe, Krakowskie Przedmieście 79, Bar Warszawa, Miodowa 2, www.barwarszawa.pl
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